
Appendix 2

1. Hotel-Hostel “Tsarskoe Selo Campus”

17 comfortable rooms are located in one of the most beautiful suburbs of St. Petersburg – Tsarskoye Selo

(Pushkin), which features beautiful landscape parks and architectural monuments.  It is located within 25 km

from the center of St. Petersburg and close to such famous places of interest as Pavlovsk, Gatchina,

Petergof, Strelna, etc. The combination of proximity to the famous sights and convenient infrastructure,

including easy access to airports and the subway, will make your stay comfortable and enjoyable.

Breakfast for quests – 150 rub per person. Requests are accepted by e-mail below. It is possible to pay upon

arrival.

Аddress: 10, Peterburgskoye shosse, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, 196605

Тel./Fax.: +7 (812) 451-90-28 (Anastasia)

E-mail:  campus.fedotova@yandex.ru, afedotova.campus@gmail.com

http://www.tour.lengu.ru

Type of room

Low season

1 November-

31 of March

High season

1 of April -

31 of October

Quantity of room

HOTEL. PRICE RUB  (room / per person)

DOUBLE 1800 2500
2 rooms

(with extra bed)

TWIN 2000 / 1000 2200 / 1100
5 rooms

(with extra bed)

TRIPLE 2700 / 900 3000 / 1000 2 rooms

HOSTEL. PRICE RUB  (per person)

Separated WC and shower

TRIPLE/QUADRUPLE 500 650

7 rooms:

2 – quadruple

5 – triple



2. Hotel Ekaterina

Hotel "Ekaterina" is situated in the complex of Ekaterininsky palace and park ensemble in the town of

Pushkin. This is an ideal combination of the old tradition and modern comfort, the opportunity to plunge

into the palace environment of the past centuries, to touch the history and to be in the cozy atmosphere far

away from the city turmoil.

Address: Pushkin town, Sadovaya str. 5 (Eketerina Palace). Phone: +7 812 466 80 42

Standard rooms 3 500 rub

Premium suite 8 250 rub

http://www.hotelekaterina.ru/

3. Hotel Natali

Our cozy privately owned hotel is located in the very heart of the town of Pushkin, the summer residence of

the Russian tsars and emperors. We launched our first hotel in 2003, and in 2008 a newly built edifice

opened its doors to provide accommodation and additional services for the guests. The hotel was named

after the wife of Pushkin, Natalia Goncharova, (whose portrait you can see in the lobby of the first hotel

building).

Whether you are here for leisure or business, with us you will experience the charm of the mini-hotel and

become familiar with the great history of Russia.

Аddress: str. 56А, Malaya d., St. Peterburg, Pushkin, 190000, Russia,

tel. +7 (812) 466-27-68, +7 (812) 466-29-13, fax: +7 (812) 466-02-77 | E-mail: mail@hotelnatali.ru

Standard room  4 100 rub

Deluxe room 7 800 rub

http://www.hotelnatali.ru/



4. Мini-hotel Fridental
This charming hotel with its warm atmosphere is located within a five-minutes’ walk from the magnificent

Catherine's Palace and park ensemble. There are 5 comfortable, well-equipped modern rooms of different

categories.

Address: 10, Moskovskoye shosse, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, 196601, Russia,

Тel.: +7 (812) 476-00-41

Fax.: +7 (812) 470-02-17

E-mail: hotelfrtl@mail.ru

Standard room from 2 800 rub

Suits 3 000 rub

http://www.friedental.ru/

5. Park Hotel Potemkin

Situated not far from St Petersburg, Park Hotel Potemkin has 103 comfortable guest accommodations and

studios, most including a private balcony. Start the day with a swim in the indoor pool. After a visit to the

sauna you can relax on the terrace or watch your children have fun in the games room. Hotel Potemkin also

has a restaurant. Dine in style in the elegantly furnished dining room, followed by a drink at the hotel bar.

Alternatively, you can order in-room service.

Address: 85, Krasnoselskoe shosse, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, Russia

Tel.: +7 (812) 333-52-42

E-mail: reservation@potemkin-hotel.ru 

Standard room  2 500 rub

Deluxe room 5 200 rub

http://potemkin-hotel.ru/



6. Hotel “Hunting manor”

In the center of Pushkin city is located the cozy complex “Hunting Manor”. The structure of "Hunting

Manor" is a themed restaurant, where visitors are welcomed to taste the European-Russian cuisine and

dishes cooked on the grill, as well as to a comfortable mini-hotel that can satisfy even the most discerning

visitor.

  

Address: 93, Leningradskaya street, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, Russia

Теl.: +7 (812) 414-57-74

Fax.: +7 (812) 414-57-74

E-mail: izbaohotnika@mail.ru

Standard room from 2 500 rub

http://охотничья-усадьба.рф/



Sightseeing suggestions Please email requests for participation at: campus.fedotova@yandex.ru and

afedotova.campus@gmail.com. Payment can be done upon arrival.

1. City tour of St. Petersburg

During the city tour participants can discover outstanding

architectural assembles and water spaces of the Neva River. They

can also appreciate the entire cultural diversity of Russia and St.

Petersburg.

Price: 500 rub per person  (18-30 people)

300 rub per person  (30-42 people)

The price includes:

1) Transport services;

2) Excursion services

2. Visit to «Tsarskoye Selo»

Tsarskoye Selo had been the summer home of

the Romanov tsars for centuries After the

revolution of 1917 it was renamed Pushkin in

honor of one of its best-known residents, poet

Alexander Pushkin. In 2010 the town celebrated

its 300
th

 anniversary, An intense restoration

work has left it beautiful and sparkling.

Sightseeing opportunities abound, from the spectacular Catherine Park filled with quirky monuments

commissioned by the Empress and sparkling Amber room of Ekaterininsky Palace, where Russian monarchs

lived, worked, held diplomatic receptions, balls and masquerades. It was created by the famous architects

Rastrelli, Cameron and Quarenghi. In its halls guests can feel the atmosphere of splendor of the Baroque

style and the harmony and consistency of classicism.

Price: 900 rub per person (18-30 people)

600 rub per person (30-42 people)

The price includes:

1) Transport services;

2) Excursion services;

3) Tickets to the museum.

3. Visit to the Pavlovsk park and palace

Subtle, romantic, relaxing and quiet – these words perfectly describe

what Pavlovsk is. The small town hosts the fascinating Pavlovsk

Palace, encompassed by a huge 1,500 acre park. Tall trees, winding

stream and endless paths scattered with classical statues and flanked

by benches make for many a secluded spot. The enchanting Pavlovsk

Palace, with its magnificent neoclassical interior, is a feast for the

eyes. The country residence of the Imperial family boasts beautiful

architecture and captivating history.

Price: 1 000 rub per person (18-30 people)

750 per per person (30-42 people)

The price includes:

1) Transport services;

2) Excursion services;

3) Tickets to the museums.



Dinner in the canteen of Pushkin Leningrad State University

Approximate lunch menu:

1.  Cold borscht 

Potatoes with chicken cutlet

Salad (cucumbers, tomatoes)

Cranberry drink

2. Saltwort

Pilaf

Tomatoes with feta cheese

Curd mini pies

Beverage

3. Chicken soup

Braised pork with pasta

Vegetable salad

Patty

Beverage

Contacts:

Educational Tourist Center “Tsarskoselsky campus”

address: 10, Peterburgskoye shosse, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, 196605, Russia

Tel.: +7 (812) 451-90-28 or  +7 (981) 852 3821.

E-mails: campus.fedotova@yandex.ru и afedotova.campus@gmail.com


